Abstract. This article is concerned with properties of delocalization for eigenfunctions of Schrödinger operators on large finite graphs. More specifically, we show that the eigenfunctions have a large support and we assess their ℓ p -norms. Our estimates hold for any fixed, possibly irregular graph, in prescribed energy regions, and also for certain sequences of graphs such as N -lifts.
Introduction
Recent years have seen much interest in understanding the spectra and eigenvectors of large finite graphs and random matrices. Concerning the spectrum, central questions are the convergence of the empirical laws (normalized count of eigenvalues in an interval) and the properties of the limiting distribution. If the graphs converge to some random infinite graph (in the sense of Benjamini-Schramm) , an important question is also the nature of the spectrum (pure point, absolutely continuous, singularly continuous) of almost every limit graph. Concerning the eigenvectors, one asks whether they become localized as the graph grows large (decay exponentially, have small support) or delocalized. Eigenvector delocalization is measured by many criteria : large support, uniform distribution over the graph, and also norm estimates. If the supremum norms of ℓ 2 -normalized eigenvectors decay fast as the graph gets large, this forces the entries of the vector to spread out. Bounds on the ℓ p norms give further insight into the shape of the eigenvectors.
To present our results, it is instructive to start with very simple graphs : N -cycles. The set of vertices is {0, . . . , N − 1} and each point has two neighbors. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix on such graphs are completely explicit : we have for any p > 2 and each ψ λ has full support on the graph.
As a first step towards generalization, one can replace such 2-regular graphs by general (q + 1)-regular graphs. This was carried out in a series of papers. It is shown in [8, 22, 7] that most eigenfunctions of such graphs are uniformly distributed in a certain sense, a property known as quantum ergodicity. Lower bounds on the support were provided in [20] , where it is shown more generally that the eigenfunctions cannot concentrate on small sets. The recent paper [21] provides norm estimates which read as ψ λ p 1 (log q |G|) 1/2 for all p > 2, for generic regular graphs. All the preceding results apply to deterministic graphs. In case of random regular graphs of high degree, much better delocalization properties were obtained in [14] . It is shown essentially that with high probability, all the ideal properties of N -cycles remain true, modulo logarithmic corrections.
In this paper, we investigate the eigenvectors of graphs which are more general in two respects : we add potentials and consider irregular graphs. A quantum ergodicity result was recently established in this framework [9, 10, 11] , where it is shown essentially that if a sequence of graphs converges in the sense of Benjamini-Schramm 1 to a random tree, and if the spectrum at the limit is purely absolutely continuous almost surely, then most eigenvectors become uniformly distributed in some sense. Our aim here is to provide norm estimates for the eigenfunctions and discuss their support. Our results hold in particular for all eigenfunctions in the bulk spectrum, whereas quantum ergodicity is a different delocalization criterion which only assesses most eigenfunctions in an interval.
Our theorems are formulated for fixed graphs (G, W ), where W : V (G) → R is a potential and we consider the Schrödinger operator H G = A G +W , with A G the adjacency matrix. If one wants to consider the asymptotics of a sequence (G N , W N ), one must keep track of the corresponding constants in the inequalities, in a common energy region for all N . Our results do not cover all Benjamini-Schramm limits discussed in [9] , see § 1.2. Still, we show that if (G N , W N ) is the set of N -lifts of an arbitrary finite graph (G 1 , W 1 ) with degree ≥ 2, then our estimates allow to control the whole sequence. An N -lift G N is an N -cover over G 1 with W N (v) = W 1 (π N v), where π N : G N → G 1 is the covering projection. The theory of random N -lift has been extensively studied in the last two decades, as a natural model of random irregular graphs [5, 6, 23, 15, 33, 16] . In particular, such graphs are typically connected (an assumption we make throughout).
Main results.
We shall use the notation σ(A) for the spectrum of an operator A.
Our first result concerns Schrödinger operators on N -cycles G = {0, . . . , N − 1}. Each digit j is endowed with a potential W j and we consider H G = A G + W . Our estimates depend on the behavior of the "lifted" Schrödinger operator H Z on Z, which is the universal cover of G, with periodic potential W j+kN := W j . The spectrum of H Z is purely absolutely continuous and consists of at most N bands (see Section 4) . We say that λ is in the bulk of the spectrum if λ is in the interior of such a band. If λ / ∈ σ(H Z ) and δ λ = dist(λ, σ(H Z )), then
If λ is in the bulk of the spectrum, assume moreover that the potential is m-periodic. That is N = N ′ m and
This theorem shows that the ideal decay of the norms on N -cycles that we discussed before remains true if we add periodic potentials.
One can also ask about the support of such eigenfunctions. The answer is easy : if ψ λ is an eigenfunction of
. So if ψ λ vanishes on two consecutive digits, it vanishes identically. This shows the support is at least ⌈ N 2 ⌉. This lower bound is sharp in general.
The theorem remains true for weighted Schrödinger operators (
, assuming a j+m = a j in case of the bulk.
We now move to general graphs G, which we always assume to be connected. Our estimates are useful when the graph does not have too many short cycles. We thus define 1 Roughly speaking, (GN ) converges to G in the sense of Benjamini-Schramm if random k-balls in GN look similar to random k-balls in G, as N gets large. See [13, 4] for details and adaptations to (GN , WN ).
• ρ G , the minimal injectivity radius of G, i.e. the largest ρ ∈ N such that the ball B G (x, ρ) is a tree for any x ∈ G, • ℓ G , the largest ℓ ∈ N such that B G (x, ℓ) has at most one cycle for any x ∈ G. Equivalently, ρ G is half the girth (length of the smallest cycle in G). By definition, ℓ G ≥ ρ G . In case of random (q + 1)-regular graphs, we have ℓ G → +∞ almost surely as |G| → +∞. In fact, one has ℓ G ≥ 1 5 log q |G| almost surely, see [30] . This remains true for certain irregular graphs. More precisely, it follows from [16, Lemma 24 ] that if we consider a random N -lift G N of a fixed finite graph G 1 of maximal degree D, then with probability converging to one as N → ∞, we have ℓ G N ≥ 1 5 log D−1 N . In contrast, the probability that ρ G ≥ c log q |G| is very small, see [30, Corollary 1] .
Henceforth we assume that ℓ G is large.
Our estimates show that eigenvector delocalization is intimately related to the behavior of the Green function on the universal cover of the graph. Let us introduce some notation.
If (T , W) is a tree with potential W on the vertices, if v, w ∈ T , v ∼ w and
be the Green function of T (v|w) ⊂ T , the subtree containing v if we remove the edge (v, w) from T . Here H
is the universal cover of (G, W ), we extend this definition to the finite graph by letting ζ γ y (x) := ζ γ y (x) for (x, y) ∈ B(G), the set of oriented edges of G. Here,x ∼ỹ are lifts of x, y on the universal cover.
We emphasize that if (x, y) is a directed edge in G, ζ γ y (x) is thus a Green function of an infinite tree, not the Green function of the finite graph.
We show in Theorem 2.2 that if G has minimal degree at least 2, then the spectrum of its universal cover ( G, W ) consists of bands of AC spectrum and possibly some eigenvalues. Definition 1.2. Fix (G, W ). We say that an eigenvalue λ of H G belongs to the bulk of the spectrum if it lies in the interior of an AC band of H G .
If λ is in the bulk spectrum and s > 1, we define the parameters
where N x 1 denotes the set of neighbors of x 1 .
For example, if G is (q + 1)-regular and W ≡ 0, then G = T q is the (q + 1)-regular tree and the bulk spectrum is (−2 √ q, 2 √ q) -also known as the tempered spectrum. Here,
and Z s,λ = q 1−s . In general, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that z λ (G) and Z s,λ (G) are well-defined, with z λ (G) > 0. Let us briefly explain the meaning of these parameters.
Recall that for λ in the AC spectrum, the density of the spectral measure of H T at a vertex v is given by
In case of trees, there are recursive relations between the Green functions G λ+i0 T (v, v) of T and the Green functions of the subtrees T (v|w) , so z λ is related to the minimal spectral density at λ.
To understand Z s,λ , note that for s = 1, we actually have Z 1,λ = 1. More precisely,
. This can be viewed as a kind of "conservation of current" relation akin to Kirchhoff's law : if we fix some origin o ∈ T such that the edge (x 0 ,x 1 ) descends from o (i.e. there is a non-backtracking path
. Consequently, if we define the "cur-
. In other words, the current on (x 0 ,x 1 ) is preserved when passing through the forward edges (x 1 ,x 2 ). A key idea for our ℓ p -norm estimate Theorem 1.6 is to observe that if s > 1, then this implies Z s,λ < 1, if min deg G ≥ 3. This essentially allows us to say that for arbitrary graphs (G, W ), the Green function of the universal cover |G λ+i0 T (v 0 , v r )| on an r-path (v 0 , . . . , v r ) decays exponentially in r (cf . (5.9) ) and G λ+i0 δ v 2s < ∞ for all s > 1 (cf (5.8)), for all λ in the bulk spectrum. These facts can be proved for regular trees with W ≡ 0 by explicit calculation.
We now state our first general result on supremum norms. For this we only need z λ .
(1) If λ is in the bulk spectrum, we have
where D is the maximal degree of G.
, we have the much better bound
The fact that eigenfunctions have better delocalization properties outside the spectrum of H G was already known in case of (q + 1)-regular graphs with W = 0. This region corresponds to the "untempered spectrum". In this case, [21, Lemma 3.1] implies that
In particular, if ℓ G ≥ c log q |G|, which holds for a typical random graph, this gives
This very simple result somehow complements the bounds ψ λ ∞ log |G| |G| 1/2 proved for random graphs in [14] for λ in the bulk of the spectrum (this said, (1.4) is of course much easier to prove). In our case, we know we can still take
. In contrast, our estimates in the bulk yield ψ λ ∞ 1 (log D−1 |G|) 1/2 generically. We point out that as the graph grows large, most eigenvalues will lie in σ(H G ). More precisely, if for example G N is a random N -lift of G 1 , it follows from the estimates in [16, Lemma 24] , [19, Lemma 9] that (G N , W N ) converges to the universal cover ( G 1 , W 1 ) in the sense of Benjamini-Schramm with high probability. It is known that Benjamini-Schramm convergence implies the convergence of spectral measures, so the observation follows. Remark 1.4. In view of Theorem 2.2, there are two finite sets of exceptional energies that are not considered in Theorem 1.3 : the set F of infinitely degenerate eigenvalues of H G , and the set F ′ of endpoints of the AC spectrum. Note that F = ∅ for (q + 1)-regular graphs with W = 0 and F ′ = {±2 √ q}. We believe it is natural to exclude F from our considerations; in fact we expect any eigenfunction ψ λ of H G with eigenvalue in F to be localized (see the end of this section for an example). On the other hand, the fact that we exclude F ′ from our analysis may be an artefact of our method. For example, we know from [21] that it is not necessary to exclude F ′ if the graph is regular and W ≡ 0.
As an easy consequence of Theorem 1.3, one gets Corollary 1.5. (i) (p-norms). For λ in the bulk and p > 2,
.
For λ / ∈ σ(H G ), we have
This corollary is deduced from the supremum bounds. The results are satisfactory for λ / ∈ σ(H G ). For λ in the bulk however, the estimate on p-norms is not sharp. For example, we have ψ λ p
for all p > 2 in the regular case [21] (where the implied constant depends on p). As for non-localization, much better lower bounds |Λ| q cε 2 ℓ G ε 2 were established for (q + 1)-regular graphs in [20] .
We were able to obtain sharper p-norm bounds as in [21] , but for p > 4. The ingredients are the properties of Z s,λ discussed after (1.2), a T T * analysis and Young's inequality, which requires us to take s = p/4. This is why we need p > 4. One may hope to use these ideas but avoid Young's inequality to have an estimate for all p > 2. As for non-localization, we can also answer the special case where Λ is the support of ψ λ :
log D−1 |G| with high probability. In this case we get that the support of any ψ λ satisfies
with α λ = An important question is to study sequences of graphs (G N , W N ) that grow larger as N → ∞. In this case, to ensure that ψ λ p
we must keep track of the implicit constants and show they are controlled as N gets large. This is the reason why we presented explicit constants in Theorems 1.3 and 1.6. If (G N , W N ) are (q + 1)-regular graphs with W ≡ 0, the situation is very simple : we
for any (x, y), independently of G N , is the unique solution of qζ 2 − λζ + 1 = 0 with negative imaginary part. In particular,
independently of N and Z s,λ (G N ) =−s = q −(s−1) . Hence, the constants here are independent of N and we have ψ λ p
for the whole sequence. A more interesting class of graphs we can consider is given by N -lifts {(G N , W N )}, with (G N , W N ) the N -lift of some base graph (G 1 , W 1 ) say on r vertices, so that G N has N r vertices. In this case, all graphs have the same universal cover (
for all N and we may consider an interval of energy I, say in the common bulk. On the other hand, since (
, as both are defined by ζ γ y (x) wherex,ỹ ∈ G 1 are lifts to the universal cover. Hence, the {ζ
, and we have again
An example, however, to which our results do not seem to apply, is a sequence of Anderson models (G N , W ω N ), where G N are regular graphs with few cycles and W ω N (x) := ω x , with (ω x ) x∈V (G N ) some i.i.d. random variables. We thus have a Schrödinger operator
. See [1, 10] for some background on this model. It is not clear if the parameters z λ (G N ) and Z s,λ (G N ) are asymptotically wellbehaved. Moreover, there is a distinct universal cover for each N , does the bulk spectrum remain asymptotically large, or are we excluding too many points in F N as N grows big ? On the other hand, it is natural that our results do not apply directly in this case, since otherwise we would have a statement for all ω instead of an almost-sure statement.
We expect our results to be true in mean for the weakly disordered Anderson model, almost surely (e.g. most (not all) eigenfunctions in the limiting AC spectrum satisfy
Here the "limiting AC spectrum" is the AC spectrum of the BenjaminiSchramm limit of the sequence, replacing the bulk spectrum considered here. This different statement however (which would be weaker but apply to more general models) is still open. We mention that there is a heated debate among physicists about the ergodicity versus multi-fractility of the weakly disordered Anderson model on random regular graphs [2, 3, 36, 31] . One of the questions is whether ψ λ p
with high probability. This problem is completely out of reach at the moment (at least to us).
Further remarks.
• The proof of Theorem 1.3 yields more precisely
where ℓ G (x) is the largest ℓ ∈ N such that B G (x, ℓ) has at most one cycle. So even when ℓ G is small, we can control the regions of the graph in which ℓ G (x) is large.
• If we introduce
for bulk value λ, we have
, and one may take p → ∞ to deduce a new proof of Theorem 1.3 part (1). Note however that this only works for deg G ≥ 3, while Theorem 1.3 allows for deg G ≥ 2. Moreover the proof of Theorem 1.3 yields additional "local" information, as explained in the previous point.
• In the special case of biregular graphs 2 , our estimate on the support gives more precisely |Λ| ≥
. This estimate is sharper than [20] (which gives |Λ| q 2 −8 ℓ G ) and the proof is simpler, but the result only holds for the support, not general Λ.
• All the results of Theorem 1.6 also hold if we replace ℓ G by n ≥ ℓ G , as long as n satisfies the following condition : for any β > 0, there are at most 2 βk paths of length k between two edges, for each k ≤ n. This condition was used in [21] . While for a given graph, it may occur that such n > ℓ G , note that we always have n ≤ log D−1 |G|, cf. [21] . So for generic graphs, it suffices to consider ℓ G .
• All results can be adapted to adjacency matrices with weights, namely (A p ψ)(x) = y∼x p x (y)ψ(y) with p x (y) positive and symmetric. This can be regarded as putting colors p(b) on the edges. The finite graphs now take the form (G, W, p), and the covers ( G, W , p).
• The fact that eigenfunction delocalization depends on the behavior of the Green function was not apparent in [21] , but is actually well-known, see [24, 14, 17, 9] to name a few references. For example, note that if ψ j is an eigenfunction of H G on G with corresponding eigenvalue λ j , then for any η > 0, N , which is the ideal delocalization one can hope to achieve. This idea is implemented in [14] in the framework of random regular graphs, so that most of the proof is devoted to controlling the Green function g γ and show that it is close to the Green function G γ of a tree-like graph, which is well-behaved.
We use a different idea in this paper : we deal directly with Green functions on trees (see Section 2), and the bounds come from the exponential decay of G λ j (x 0 , x k ) with respect to the length of the path (x 0 ; x k ), not from the parameter η above.
Finally, we believe the approach of [24, 17] can be used to obtain supremum bounds of the form ψ λ ∞ log ρ G ρ G for the graphs considered in this paper. Such bounds are weaker than Theorem 1.3 however, mainly because ℓ G is generically of order log |G|, while ρ G is not.
• Our upper bound is in terms of ℓ G . It is natural to ask if we can go beyond this and prove strong delocalization bounds as in [14] . In our framework of deterministic graphs, one cannot hope for an upper bound involving |G| directly. The presence of a few short cycles can create completely localized eigenfunctions, no matter how "nice" the rest of G is. In fact, as shown in [14, Figure 1 ], already in the context of 3-regular graphs, the presence of a subgraph composed of two inverted triangles creates an eigenfunction supported on two points, no matter how large G is. This shows that an upper bound involving ℓ G is natural, but leaves the question open whether a decay better than ℓ −1/2 G can be achieved for bulk eigenfunctions. One may understand the decay ℓ −1/2 G heuristically by drawing an analogy between graphs and manifolds, in which the semiclassical parameter λ → +∞ is replaced by |G| → +∞, so that the size of the graph is somehow analogous to the eigenvalue. In this case, the logarithmic decay ℓ −1/2 G we obtain is similar to the logarithmic improvement obtained by Hassel and Tacy [25] in the context of L p norms of eigenfunctions on manifolds. In both problems, one faces a difficulty to propagate beyond a certain time. In our case, beyond ℓ G , the number of paths between two points can very quickly become too big. With this analogy in mind, it seems unlikely to go beyond ℓ −1/2 G with the current technology. In the context of random graphs however, we expect much better bounds than the ones achieved here to hold with high probability. We believe the present paper could provide a good starting point to prove complete delocalization as in [14] , but now in the framework of random N -lifts of possibly irregular graphs.
We conclude this section with an example of graphs in which eigenfunctions localize on small regions, justifying why we exclude certain eigenvalues of the universal cover.
Consider a 6-cycle (x 0 , . . . ,
This gives an eigenfunction with eigenvalue −1. Now consider a long segment (y 1 , . . . , y 3m−1 ). We glue this segment to the cycle, such that y 1 ∼ x 2 and y 3m−1 ∼ x 5 . We extend ψ by 0 on this new graph. Then ψ is still an eigenfunction, localized on the small cycle. Here,
On the other hand, −1 is an eigenvalue of the universal cover. To see this, root the tree at x 0 for example. Let f (x 0 ) = 1, f (x 1 ) = −1, f (x 5 ) = 0. This defines f at the root and its neighbors. For the 2-sphere, let f (
2 . For further spheres, we follow this rule : on each line segment, we extend f using the only possible rule, namely a, −a, 0, a, −a, 0, . . . . Each time the tree splits (this occurs precisely atx 2 , x 5 ), we let f (x 2 ) = f (x 5 ) = 0. If f has value c at the parent ofx 2 orx 5 , we let f (v) = −c 2 on the two children. Note there are only two types of line segments : those of length 2, those of length 3m − 1. We thus find in any case that if M = 3m − 1, so that 2 ≤ M ,
so f is indeed an eigenvector of H G with eigenvalue −1. This example shows that energies in F can correspond to localized eigenfunctions on the finite graph. It would be interesting to study if this is always the case. Let G be a finite graph and A G its adjacency matrix. We are interested in the eigenfunctions (ψ λ ) of Schrödinger operators H G = A G + W on G. Our aim in this section is to derive a convenient representation of ψ λ using the Green functions of the universal cover. For this, we start by investigating the spectral properties of such covering trees.
Throughout this section, we assume that (C1) The finite graph G has minimal degree at least 2 and is not a cycle.
Let T be a tree. If v, w ∈ T , v ∼ w, we denote T (v|w) ⊂ T the subtree obtained by removing the branch emanating from v passing by w (keeping v ∈ T (v|w) ). We also denote ζ
, the (negative of the) corresponding Green function for γ ∈ C + = {Im z > 0}. Recall that Green's functions have the important property of being Herglotz, i.e. analytic on C + and taking C + to itself. Hence,
. For future reference, we recall the following identities [26, 29, 12] 
for any non-backtracking path (v 0 ; v k ) in a tree T .
Remark 2.1 (Trees of finite cone type). In this remark, we explain the consequence of assumption (C1) on the universal cover. If T is a tree, fix an origin o ∈ T and regard the rest of the tree as descending from o. So o has N + o children which are its neighbors in T, and each v = o has a set N + v of children and a single parent v − . A cone in T is a subtree T (v|v − ) , i.e. a subtree descending from v. We say that T is a tree of finite cone type if there are finitely many non-isomorphic cones.
This definition may be extended to allow potentials W : T → R. One regards (T, W ) as a "colored tree", where each vertex v ∈ T has a color W (v). In this case, we say (T, W ) is a tree of finite cone type if there are finitely many non-isomorphic colored subtrees T (v|v − ) W . For example, the (q + 1)-regular tree T q has only 2 cone types : the cone at the origin (which has q + 1 children) and the other cones (each of which has q children). However, for the colored (T q , W ) to be of finite cone type, the potential W must in particular take finitely many values.
For our purposes, the trees to keep in mind are the universal covers of finite graphs (G, W ). The potential is lifted to T = G naturally by W(v) := W (πv), where π : T → G is the covering map. It is easy to see that (T , W) is then a tree of finite cone type. In fact, the cones T
where B(G) is the set of oriented edges of G. This shows in fact that (T , W) has at most |B(G)| + 1 cone types (the +1 comes from the cone at the origin).
For such a universal cover, we use a finite set of labels A = {1, . . . , m}. We label the cone at the origin by 1 and the rest by j ∈ {2, . . . , m}, according to the type of the colored cone. Note that the origin has a distinct label (even if some cone is isomorphic to the cone at the origin). We then define a matrix (M i,j ) i,j∈A , where a vertex with label i has M i,j children of label j.
Assuming ( , except for the cone at the origin which does not appear as it has a distinct label. Hence, in terms of the matrix M = (M i,j ), we see that (C1) implies (C1') We have M 1,1 = 0. Moreover, for any k, l ∈ {2, . . . , m}, there is n = n(k, l) such that (M n ) k,l ≥ 1.
The fact that M 1,1 = 0 is by definition of the labels, the rest is implied by (C1). Theorem 2.2. Assume that (C1) holds and let (T , W) = ( G, W ). Then (i) The spectrum of H T consists of a finite union of intervals and points :
where ⊔ denotes the disjoint union. Here J r are open intervals, F is a finite set of points and F ′ is the set of endpoints of the intervals {J r }.
The set ∪ ℓ r=1 J r is never empty. Proof. Claims (i), (ii) are proved in [11, Section 4] . There the case W ≡ 0 was considered, but the proof remains the same : the fact that (T , W) is the universal cover of (G, W ) is responsible for making the Green function of H T algebraic. Condition (C1) implies condition (C1') from Remark 2.1. The role of the latter condition is to link the behaviors of all ζ λ w (v) (there are only finitely many distinct such ζ, indexed as ζ γ j , j ∈ A). The fact that we may take a disjoint union in (2.5) is due to the fact that F is by construction a set on which some ζ λ+i0 j has a pole. Such a λ cannot be in J r by (ii), so it is either isolated from J r , or an endpoint of J r .
The fact that ∪ ℓ r=1 J r = ∅, i.e. that σ(H T ) always has some continuous spectrum, follows in particular from the results of [18, §1.6], because the tree T = G always has at least two topological ends under assumption (C1). In that paper, the authors only consider A T , but their proof remains the same for H T . One simply replaces [18, eq. (7)] saying that λf (w) = (Af )(w) by (λ − W (w))f (w) = (Af )(w).
For (iii), first note that by (2.2) and the fact that λ and W are real, we have
< ∞ using (ii). We deduce the claim for general w using (2.4).
Item (iv) follows from (iii) and the continuity of λ → G λ+i0 (v, v), which follows from (2.2) and the continuity of λ → ζ λ+i0 w (u). The latter is proved in [11] . We now prove (v). Since any λ ∈ F is an isolated point of the spectrum, it is an eigenvalue. Hence, if µ v (J) = δ v , χ J (H T )δ v is the spectral measure at v ∈ T , we know that µ v ({λ}) > 0 for some v ∈ T . By [34, Theorem 1.6], we have lim η↓0 (−iη)G λ+iη (w, w) = µ w ({λ}) for any w ∈ T .
If π : T → G is the covering projection, let Γ be the group of automorphisms {g} of T such that π • g = π. This group acts freely on T and T /Γ ∼ = G. Clearly, H T is invariant under the action of Γ. It follows that G γ (gv, gw) = G γ (v, w) for any g ∈ Γ. In particular, µ gv (J) = µ v (J) for any g ∈ Γ.
Showing that λ has infinite multiplicity amounts to proving rank χ (λ−ǫ,λ+ǫ) (H T ) = +∞ for all ǫ > 0. If this was not that case, this operator would be of finite rank. In particular it would have a finite trace. But tr χ (λ−ǫ,λ+ǫ) (H T ) = w∈T µ w (λ − ǫ, λ + ǫ) ≥ g∈Γ µ gv ({λ}) = g∈Γ µ v ({λ}) = +∞. This proves (v).
The previous theorem shows that z λ := z λ (G) is well-defined and strictly positive, see (1.1). We deduce some simple bounds. By (2.2),
Since min deg G ≥ 2, it follows that for λ in the bulk spectrum,
where we used the second part of (2.2) for the other inequality. Similarly, using |ζ λ | ≥ z λ and (2.3), we get
where we use
ζ λ | in the second part. We now show how we link the behavior of the eigenfunctions of the finite graph to that of the Green function of the universal cover. This can be seen as an alternative to (1.5).
Henceforth, T will always denote the universal cover ( G, W ) of (G, W ).
where the sums run over all paths (x 2 , . . . ,
If λ is in the bulk ∪ ℓ r=1 J r , we also have
In the above representation, it may happen that x r = x 0 (if there are cycles near x 0 ), but the corresponding pointx r which appears in the Green function will always satisfy d T (x 0 ,x r ) = r. The path in T which linksx 0 tox r is precisely (x 0 ,x 1 , . . . ,x r ).
Note that we obtain directly the Green function on the tree, in contrast to (1.5) where one obtains the Green function on the finite graph and then approximates it to a treelike graph. The proof will use the idea of non-backtracking eigenfunctions first introduced in [7] and further developed in [9] , along with a simple observation (2.11). The argument would be a bit simpler if we assumed moreover that G λ (x 0 ,x 0 ) = 0. In this case, one can work directly with λ ∈ R instead of considering γ = λ + iη as we do below.
Proof. Fix η > 0, denote γ = λ + iη and define
Hence, using (2.3),
Consider the non-backtracking operator B on ℓ 2 (B) defined by (2.12) (Bf )(b) =
where N + b is the set of outgoing edges from b, i.e. the set of b ′ such that t(b) = o(b ′ ) and b ′ = ιb, where ιb is the edge reversal of b. Using that Hψ λ = λψ λ along with the recursive identity (2.2), we find that
Hence, ζ γ Bf γ = f γ − iηζ γ τ + ψ, where (τ + ψ)(x 0 , x 1 ) = ψ(x 1 ) and ζ γ is the multiplication operator by ζ γ (x 0 , x 1 ) = ζ γ x 0 (x 1 ). By induction, we get
Similarly, if ιζ γ is the multiplication operator by ιζ γ (x 0 ,
where (τ − ψ)(x 0 , x 1 ) = ψ(x 0 ). On the other hand, for any f ∈ ℓ 2 (B),
Hence, inserting (2.13) and (2.14) into (2.11) and using (2.4), we get
Finally, we use (2.10) to expand the first two sums and take η ↓ 0. Since λ ∈ R \ (F ∪ F ′ ), we know from Theorem 2.2 that all G λ (v, w) exist. In particular, the last two error sums vanish, proving the first representation. For the second one, let
On the other hand,
Expanding this gives the second representation.
The proof for supremum norms
We begin the section by analyzing balls B G (x, n) with n ≤ ℓ G .
Remark 3.1. If n ≤ ρ G , there is a single path from x to y ∈ B G (x, n). If ρ G < n ≤ ℓ G , there can be more. If d G (x, y) = k ≤ ℓ G , because there is at most one cycle in B G (x, n), it is easy to see that there are at most two paths of length k from x to y. Paths of length k ′ > k can also reach y by winding around some cycle C ⊂ B G (x, n) before terminating at y. The path may loop several times on C, but once it has exited the cycle, it cannot go back to it. In fact, after leaving C, the path has a unique road to reach y. If it were to come back to C, it would have to backtrack on this road, which we exclude. If we fix the length k ′ , there can be at most two such paths : those traversing the cycle from either direction.
If y is on a cycle, there can also be a path of length k ′′ > k which does not wind, but traverses the cycle in opposite direction (this situation will not arise in our proof later).
3.1. Within the bulk. Recall the non-backtracking operator B defined in (2.12). Given λ ∈ J r , we now consider the operators on ℓ 2 (B) defined by
. These will replace the "spectral cluster operators" 1 N W N,α considered in [21] , see also [25] . As in these references, we aim to take n of logarithmic size, namely ℓ G . There are notable differences here however. In [21, 25] , the spectral cluster is essentially a function of the Laplacian. Here M n,λ is not normal, and in fact defined on a different Hilbert space : ℓ 2 (B) instead of ℓ 2 (V ). In case the graph is regular and W ≡ 0, one can use the explicit basis (h λ j ) of ℓ 2 (B) given in [8, Section 7] to see that M n,λ j h λ j = h λ j and M n,λ j h λ k = O( 1 n )h λ k on the other basis elements, so that we have indeed a kind of "projection" onto the eigenfunction h λ j of B. It is not clear if this remains true for general graphs. But the M n,λ j do preserve h λ j in full generality. More precisely, recall the functions f λ , g λ in (2.15). As (ζ λ B) r f λ = f λ and (ζ λ B) r g λ = g λ we get M n,λ
We estimate the first sum, the other is similar. Denote
To describe the kernel M n,λ (b 1 , b ′ ) above, let B r b 1 be the set of edges which can be reached by a non-backtracking path of length r from b 1 . For example
is the set of edges (x 1 , x 2 ) as x 2 varies over N x 1 \ {x 0 }. Then we may replace sums over (x 2 ; x r+1 ) by sums over b r+1 ∈ B r b 1 .
Suppose first the injectivity radius at
. Now by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
It follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that (3.3)
Using this identity repeatedly, we deduce that
). Now assume more generally that n ≤ ℓ G and suppose B G (x 0 , n) contains a cycle C = (u 0 , . . . , u m ). If x 0 / ∈ C, then there is a unique path p = (x 0 , y 1 , . . . , y k , u i ) from x 0 to a point u i ∈ C, such that p ⊂ B G (x 0 , n) and y j / ∈ C for all j. Indeed, as n ≤ ℓ G , we know C is the only cycle in B G (x 0 , n). If there were two paths (x 0 , y 1 , . . . , y k , u i ) and (x 0 , y ′ 1 , . . . , y ′ r , u j ) from x 0 to points u i , u j ∈ C, we would get an additional cycle besides C in the walk (x 0 , y 1 , . . . , y k , u i , u i−1 , . . . , u j , y ′ r , y ′ r−1 , . . . , x 0 ), which is forbidden 3 . Now the nice property is that (3.1) is valid for any x 1 ∼ x 0 . If (x 0 , y 1 , . . . , y k , u i ) is the unique path from x 0 to C, we simply choose x 1 = y 1 . Then we are sure that the paths (x 2 ; x r+1 ) outgoing from (x 0 , x 1 ) will never meet the cycle C. Hence, in this case the values of M n,λ (b 1 , b ′ ) are the same as the case ρ G (x 0 ) ≥ n and we get again
we use the same idea : say x 0 = u 0 . Then we choose x 1 ∼ x 0 to be a neighbor not in C; i.e. x 1 = u 1 , u m . Then again we are sure the paths (x 2 ; x r+1 ) outgoing from (x 0 , x 1 ) will never meet the cycle, otherwise we would get at least two cycles in B G (x 0 , n). So we get again
The case x 0 ∈ C and deg(x 0 ) = 2 is more subtle. Here we can no longer avoid the cycle C = (u 0 , . . . , u m ). Say x 0 = u 0 and let
While in the previous cases,
, here elements from B s b 1 , s > r can also reach the same point b r+1 and add a contribution to
. This occurs precisely when . In all cases, the cycles contain vertices x0 or ym / ∈ C and are thus distinct from C.
a long path first makes a few loops around C, then leaves the cycle. As mentioned in Remark 3.1, once it left C, it cannot return to it. Similarly, any b r+1 ∈ C can be reached through many paths : the shortest one of length r, then the longer ones of length s = r + mk ≤ n, which first make k loops around C.
From these considerations, we see that for e r+1 ∈ B r b 1 , e r+1 = (u r , u r+1 ),
, where b r+1 = (v r , v r+1 ) and (u i , v i+1 , . . . , v r+1 ) is the unique path from u i to v r+1 . To handle the above expressions, we must first control the sums over cycles.
) for any λ in the bulk spectrum ∪ r J r . The proposition is also valid for all λ ∈ R if we replace the bound by ≤ 1.
Proof. As the cycle does not cover G, we may assume deg(u 0 ) ≥ 3. Then besides the two neighbors u 1 , u m , we know that u 0 has at least one neighbor w 0 outside the cycle.
Using
|, where the sum is over all non-backtracking paths (v 2 ; v m+2 ) leaving the oriented edge (u 0 , u 1 ). There are at least two paths : (u 2 , u 3 , . . . , u m , u 0 , u 1 ) and (u 2 , u 3 , . . . , u m , u 0 , w 0 ). Hence, |ζ
From this, we get |M n,
where the last inequality is due to (3.4), since (u 2 ; u r+1 ) is just one of the paths (x 2 ; x r+1 ). For general points b r+1 (in and out of C), let {u j 1 , . . . , u js } be the vertices in C of degree ≥ 3. Using (3.5) and Proposition 3.2 again, we have for C λ = 16z
where we used (3.6) and the fact that B r b 1 ∩ C is reduced to one edge (namely e t+1 , where t = r mod m). The last sum is over all paths outgoing from (u j i −1 , u j i ) and leaving C.
In particular, from (3.4),
Finally, using (3.4) again, if (u 0 , u 1 , x 2 ; x m+1 ) are the m-paths outgoing from (u 0 , u 1 ), then
as this is the same sum restricted to paths leaving the cycle. Applying (3.4) to the left-hand side, we finally obtain
Back to (3.2) , note that since
Here D is the maximal degree of G. Finally returning to (3.1), estimating the g λ similarly, we get
where we used that z λ ≤ 1, as follows from z λ ≤ |ζ λ | ≤ z
3.2. Outside the spectrum. To deal with energies outside the spectrum, we use a Combes-Thomas estimate. This tool is a common ingredient in the theory of random Schrödinger operators to control the Green kernel.
Intuitively, if λ / ∈ σ(H), then G λ δ x 2 = y |G λ (y, x)| 2 < ∞, implying that |G λ (y, x)| must decay with d(x, y). The Combes-Thomas estimate says that if H is a Schrödinger operator, then the decay must be exponential. ∈ σ(H) and let δ λ = dist(λ, σ(H)). Then for any x ∈ G,
The estimate holds more generally if we replace A by (A p f )(x) = y∼x p y (x)f (y), p y (x) = p x (y), in which case D should be replaced by max x y∼x p x (y).
Proof. The proof is contained in [1, Theorem 10.5] or [28, Theorem 11.2] .
Fix a cutoff R > 0 and consider the multiplication operator M = e µ min(d(·,x),R) , where µ > 0 will be determined later. Then M δ u = c u,x,R δ u , where c u,x,R = e µ min(d(u,x),R) . In particular, if d(y, x) = n ≤ R, we get We may now prove part (2) of Theorem 1.3. Let λ / ∈ σ(H T ). We use Proposition 2.3 with k = r; focus on the first sum. For n ≤ ℓ G , we have
where in the first inequality we used Cauchy-Schwarz and the fact that #{x r+1 } = |N xr |− 1 < D. In the second inequality, the factor 2 comes from the second sum involving ψ λ : as mentioned in Remark 3.1, there can be at most two paths of a fixed length r between x 0 and y ∈ B G (x 0 , n). The first sum is over a subset of {v : d T (x 0 , v) = r + 1}, so by Lemma 3.3, we get
The other sums in Proposition 2.3 are bounded similarly. We conclude using 8 √ 2D ≤ 8D.
3.3.
Proof of the corollary. Finally, since ψ λ 2 2 = 1, we deduce that
For the second part of the corollary, simply observe that
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.5.
Case of Schrödinger cycles
In this section, we consider the case of Schrödinger operators on an N -cycle C N = {0, . . . , N − 1}. We denote the potentials by W j = W (j).
Note that Theorem 2.2 does not apply to this model as (C1) does not hold. Fortunately, the analog of Theorem 2.2 already exists in the literature. In fact, the universal cover of (C N , W ) is just (Z, W ) and H Z is just a periodic Schrödinger operator on Z, where
Theorem 4.1 (cf. [35] ). Let (Z, W ) be the universal cover of (C N , W ).
(i) The spectrum of H Z is purely absolutely continuous, and consists of at most N bands : Proof. We simply indicate the references. For (i), see [35, Theorem 5.3.7] . If W is mperiodic, H Z is also m-periodic, so we have at most m bands. The periodicity of the Green functions simply follows from the isomorphisms of the rooted graphs (Z, W, j) and (Z, W, j + km) for any root j. Alternatively, one sees this from [35, 
correspond to the m-functions in [35] , and
. WithinI k , the spectral measure is [35, Theorem 5.3.4] ). The function e k is analytic on I k . All this implies all Green functions G λ+i0 (j, j) exist onI k , and at least one of them has a positive imaginary part. In particular, all u We may now proceed with the eigenfunction estimates. Here, the sums (x 2 ;x r+1 ) in (2.8) reduce to a single path. We take k = r and apply (2.8) for each r ≤ n to get ψ λ (j) = 1 n n r=1 G λ (j, j + r + 1)ψ λ (j + r) − G λ (j, j + r)ψ λ (j + r + 1)
In fact, here the B from (2.12) is just a shift : (Bf )(j, j + 1) = f (j + 1, j + 2). We take n = N and use Cauchy-Schwarz :
1 N For λ / ∈ σ(H Z ), we just bound |G λ (j, j + r + 1)| ≤ n . Finally, as M n,λ M * n,λ is selfadjoint, we deduce from Young's inequality that its p ′ → p norm is bounded by any n ≤ ℓ G , the proof is complete (using √ 12D = 2 √ 3D ≤ 2D).
Remark 5.1. The previous proof continues to hold for n > ℓ G , as long as for any β > 0, there are at most 2 βk paths of length k between two edges, for k ≤ n. In this case, in the previous argument we obtain (2 β Z 2/p p/4,λ ) k instead of (Z 2/p p/4,λ ) k , and we choose β small enough so that 2 β Z 2/p p/4,λ < 1.
Support of eigenfunctions.
We first estimate the support of non-backtracking eigenfunctions f λ from (2.15). Let S be the support of f λ .
Recall that we have (ζ λ B) r f λ = f λ . Now
